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Draft home building compensation claims handling guidelines 

Dear Rhys, 

On behalf of SecureBuild Australia Pty Ltd, I would like to thank the State Insurance 
Regulatory Authority (SIRA) for the opportunity to provide a response to your draft home 
building compensation claims handling guidelines. 

The efficient and effective management of claims by all licensed providers is a key component 
of the reforms. Poor claims management by any licensed provider(s) will undermine 
consumer confidence and damage the reputation of the home building compensation scheme. 
Accordingly, SecureBuild fully supports the intent and content of the draft home building 
compensation claims handling guidelines. 

SecureBuild welcomes the setting of minimum service standards as set out within clause 6.9 
of the guide. SecureBuild would also support any plan by SIRA to collect and publicly report 
on licensed provider’s performance against these minimum service standards. 

SecureBuild is particularly supportive of how the draft guide places the onus upon licensed 
providers to investigate whether a claim has been triggered rather than requiring the 
claimant to provide irrefutable proof of the trigger event. 

SecureBuild’s view is that requiring the claimant to seek further evidence of a trigger event is 
simply unfair and places unnecessary additional burden on individuals who are already facing 
a very traumatic and stressful set of circumstances. Licensed providers should have the 
capacity and expertise to quickly confirm whether a trigger event has occurred or not. 

Prior to providing a response to the consultation questions, we would like to provide some 
feedback in relation to the draft guide itself. 
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Firstly, there appears to be typographical errors. There is an error within clause 6.3 where it 
incorrectly refers the reader to clauses 5.6 and 5.7, where the relevant clauses are 6.8 and 6.9. 
There is also an error within clause 6.8 where the draft refers the reader to clause 6.7 when 
the relevant clause is 6.9. 

If the claims handling guidelines are to be published, SecureBuild requests that SIRA make an 
amendment to the diagram of the claims process as set out within figure 1.  

The reason for this request is that figure 1 does not outline a very important step in the claim 
process - that is, the loss adjustment process. While making the ‘on risk’ decision can (and 
should) be made relatively quickly by a licensed provider, undertaking the loss adjustment to 
determine the quantum of the claim can take considerably longer. 

For this reason, SecureBuild recommends that an additional box be inserted after the box 
where the licensed provider communicates acceptance in writing to the claimant and before 
the diamond where the claimant accepts the decision. This additional box should indicate the 
loss adjustment process (e.g. LP determines quantum of claim). It is the quantum that the 
claimant is agreeing to, not the acceptance or declinature decision of the provider. 

Our responses to the consultation questions are: - 

1. Are there any elements that should be excluded, added, or further clarified about
disputes or complaints process?

R. While the draft guide contains definitions, which make the distinction between
disputes and complaints, all communications issued by providers will need to ensure
that claimants don’t confuse the two as they lead to two completely different processes
and outcomes.

2. What areas of these guidelines would be improved by practice notes?

R. Every effort should be made by licensed providers to improve the claims notification
and management experience. Practice notes regarding how licensed providers can
improve the claims process, for example, assisting claimants with providing
‘prescribed claim information’ or, better still, eliminating the need for the claimant to
provide aspects of information that should already be held by or readily accessible by a
licensed provider.

3. The State Insurance Regulatory Authority plans to review these claims handling
guidelines within 18 months. Is this the right timeframe for review?

R. Yes.
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4. Should there be a specific requirement to process claims expeditiously if the
claimant is experiencing financial hardship?

R. There may be some difficulty in defining what constitutes a hardship case. Most
claimants will have the view that their case represents a degree of financial hardship.
Notwithstanding, should a claimant be in a position where they, as a result of a trigger
event, are without accommodation, then these matters should receive priority
attention by licensed providers.

If you have any questions regarding our feedback, please contact me on  or 
email 

Yours sincerely, 

Steve Griffin 
Chief Executive Officer 




